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For two decades, AWeber has led the industry as one of the premiere email 
marketing and automation platforms in the world, with over 100,000 users 
worldwide. Built specifically for entrepreneurs and small business owners, 
AWeber aims to save their users time by making it as easy as possible for them 
to create automated email campaigns, tag and segment customers, and send 
amazing-looking emails with the touch of a button.

Like many SAAS companies, the team at AWeber was looking for a way to 
engage with their existing users and bring in new customers. They wanted to 
educate their audience on how they could leverage email marketing to grow 

their business. To do this, AWeber set out to create an online course – 24/7 Email 
Marketing Master Class – designed to teach entrepreneurs the fundamentals of 
creating automated email campaigns to nurture subscribers and convert them 
into paying customers.

We recently caught up with AWeber’s marketing team to learn how they built 
hype for their online course, how they created it, and ultimately, how it helped 
them acquire new customers, re-engage inactive users, and generate additional 
revenue in the process.

Killing two birds with one course
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After surveying their audience, AWeber 
discovered that many of their users 
weren’t utilizing their email marketing 
platform to its fullest potential. 
While customers were happy with 
the tool, they didn’t know how to use 
the more advanced automation and 
segmentation features to get the most 
out of their automation strategy.

For AWeber, the solution to this 
problem was to educate their users. 
Naturally, this meant creating an online 
course. “The course is a huge step for 
us in terms of educating our customers 
on how to take full advantage of 
the AWeber software. It can be 
overwhelming for someone when they 
get in there and they don’t know where 
to start. Courses like these make it 
feel like they’re getting comprehensive 
knowledge on the tool as well as email 

Why an online course? 

marketing advice at the same time,” 
said Jill Fanslau, Content Marketing 
Manager for AWeber.  

While they could have shared the 
same concepts in free articles on 
their blog, AWeber understood that 
their audience wouldn’t have engaged 
with the material in the same way 
that they would through an online 
course. A online course offers a more 
engaging learning experience with 
the opportunity to ask questions, 
participate in community discussions, 
and track progress. Also, charging 
a price for the course made it more 
likely for students to complete the full 
course and implement what they learn.

“Our customers grew in their learning 
significantly because they paid for the 
content. And while the course revenue 

“The main objective for the course was retention and adoption 
of the product. Getting them on the platform, trying out new 
features, and getting them to do more than just set up an 
email broadcast or a follow-up series.” 

– JILL FANSLAU, CONTENT MARKETING MANAGER, AWEBER

is great, what helps us out more is that 
they’re more knowledgeable and are 
going to be a better customer because 
their business is growing, which is 
really our ultimate goal,” said Michael 
Smith, Art Director at AWeber.

After launching the course, AWeber 
saw a surge of course sign ups, with 
85% of them being former AWeber 
customers. Many people who took 
the course began utilizing AWeber’s 
automated email campaign feature 
– an advanced automation feature 
enabling businesses to save more 
time by putting email marketing 
on autopilot. In doing so, AWeber 
increased the lifetime value and 
stickiness of their customers, creating 
new relationships as a result of the 
course.
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AWeber had created online courses in 
past and knew that launching another 
successful course would require them 
to focus on a significant pain point for 
their audience. While they knew the 
next course topic would be about email 
marketing, they needed to dive deeper 
to identify which specific learning gap 
they would aim to fill. 

AWeber’s team conducted extensive 
research to decide on the course topic. 

Creating an online 
course that converts

The team surveyed their audience 
that had taken part in the most recent 
AWeber course, asking them what they 
would like to learn about most. They 
learned that users wanted to know 
how to effectively monetize email 
marketing through automation.

This research based approach to 
choosing a topic worked – AWeber 
found it to be in high demand among 
their audience.

“Handing someone the tool is one thing, teaching them how to 
use it in the best way possible is a completely different thing.”

– JILL FANSLAU, CONTENT MARKETING MANAGER, AWEBER
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Before you create your online course 
you have to first understand what kind 
of transformation your audience wants 
to achieve. This means taking time to 
find out what the audience wants most 
to learn.

AWeber knew their audience wanted 
to save time and better monetize their 
email marketing efforts. This meant 
AWeber needed to educate their users 
on how to use the platform’s features 
to their full extent. Knowing how to 
automate email campaigns would help 

users both save time and monetize 
their marketing efforts in a way that 
would drive results around the clock. 

“We wanted to make a course that 
showed people exactly how to do what 
they needed. One that took them from 
start to finish, showed case studies, 
showed successful entrepreneurs who 
are using this same exact formula, 
and make it really attainable so that 
at the end of the course, people 
could actually go and implement 
themselves”, said Jill.

Step 1: Identify the transformation your 
audience wants
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The next step is to understand what it 
is that’s holding your users back from 
achieving their transformation. And 
specifically, what lack of knowledge is 
preventing them from achieving their 
desired outcome. 

Despite the fact that most small 
businesses are aware they needed to 
start incorporating email automation 
in their business. AWeber found that 
many of their users simply didn’t 
understand how to create an effective 
automated email campaign. This 
included the type of content they 
should use, the amount of emails 

to use in a campaign, and how to 
set everything up from a technical 
perspective. It was this learning gap 
that prevented a significant portion 
of AWeber’s users from reaping the 
benefits of their email marketing 
efforts. 

“A lot of people wonder what to put in 
their automation series. They have 
no idea. They know they need one, 
but they have no idea what content to 
use or how to lead someone through 
the buyer journey using automation”, 
Elisabeth explained. 

Step 2: Identify learning opportunities
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Step 3: Create your course content

Once you hone in on a specific topic 
to teach, it’s time to make sure that all 
the content within your course is as 
valuable as possible.

They gathered feedback from their 
previous masterclasses and topics, 
sent out a survey to surface pain 
points, and facilitated customer 
conversations to find and validate the 
course topic. By taking the time to 
engage with their audience, AWeber 
was able to ensure that their course 
was relevant by addressing common 
pain points. 

The AWeber team spent over a month 
creating the content for the course 
including videos, scripts, and design 

assets. After the initial launch, the 
team added audio recordings to all the 
lessons, to provide a better learning 
experience for students who prefer 
learning via audio lessons.

“We approached this as a full 
fledged project, so we had a team 
of five members who spent a ton 
of time working on the course. We 
probably spent a month just creating 
the content for the actual course, 
including everything from the videos to 
the scripts to the course content”, Jill 
explained. “We spent also spent about 
two weeks just working on the pre-
launch content, which involved coming 
up with a strategy to get people excited 
to eventually sign up for the course.” 
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To ensure a successful course launch, 
AWeber spent a month creating 
content to support a robust pre-launch 
strategy.

Their pre-launch strategy consisted 
of three phases. Each action aimed to 
build increased interest around email 
automation as an effective marketing 
tactic. Here are three aspects of 

AWeber’s approach to pre-launching 
their course. 

“Mapping out the content for the pre-
launch phase was definitely a labor of 
love. It ultimately paid off which was 
really nice, but if you want course to be 
successful, you have to think about the 
promotion strategy just as much as the 
course creation itself,” said Jill.

Step 4: Publish pre-launch content 
to build hype
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01: Facilitate a discussion forum 
to drive topic engagement

AWeber began driving pre-launch interest by setting up 
a forum to spark discussion around email automation. 
The team built a landing page to host the forum and used 
Facebook comments to facilitate conversations on the 
page. The goal was to help the audience understand how 
to use email automation in their marketing strategy. Forum 
participants were encouraged to fill out a form indicating 

whether they were already using email automation or not. 
Based on their answer, the audience was sent emails after 
being segmented into two groups – those who were already 
using email automation, and those who were not. About 
500 people engaged on the forum, enabling AWeber to filter 
their audience and ultimately capture new leads for their 
course.
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Once participants had self-selected into the two user 
categories, AWeber sent custom emails to different 
segments based on whether customers were current or 
aspiring automation users. 

Those not yet using automation received an email 
explaining what it was and how it could help their business. 

The current users received an email containing advanced 
tips and tricks to optimize their workflow. Over the course 
of two weeks, AWeber delivered about six emails to 
their audience. This enabled AWeber to cultivate further 
interest for their course topic and keep an eye on audience 
engagement.

02: Segmented emails to continue 
conversation and provide 
actionable tips
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In this phase, AWeber sent their audience an email inviting 
them to attend an online workshop on email automation. 
The workshop was positioned as a free webinar that would 
walk participants through how to use a welcome email to 
launch a marketing automation strategy.

AWeber offered a discount for people who signed up within 
48 hours of the invitation, and generated a healthy number 
of workshop sign-ups. At the end of the webinar, AWeber 
pitched their course as the next step for participants to 
optimize their automation strategy.

03: Email invitation for email 
automation workshop
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Throughout the initial launch of 
the course, AWeber held four 
live presentations using YouTube 
Live, where they featured several 
successful AWeber customers and 
case studies. This was in an effort to 
keep their audience as engaged as 
possible throughout the launch.
These sessions allowed the course to 
be more interactive, giving students 
the chance to ask questions and meet 
the AWeber team. In fact, the sessions 
were so popular that AWeber team had 
to put a 90 minute time limit on each 
conversation, as the audience was so 
engaged that there was never enough 
time to answer everyone’s questions!
“Handing someone the tool is one 

thing, but teaching them how to 
use it in the best way possible is a 
completely different thing. While we 
have a blog and webinars, the course 
was a more immersive experience 
for them as they got a lot of face time 
with the instructors. They could email 
us directly, talk to other students, 
and could see examples of how other 
people were using email marketing 
in a way that they might not have 
thought of”, says Jill Fanslau. “For us, 
the course increases their lifetime 
value (LTV) and their stickiness as 
customers. Ultimately, it creates a 
relationship with both current and 
prospective customers that we would 
not have been able to otherwise.”

Step 5: Engage with your audience 
during the launch
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Using Thinkific to 
launch the course

AWeber had done two other annual 
masterclasses, but on different 
platforms. After comparing Thinkific 
to other platforms, they ultimately 
chose to move to Thinkific. Here are 
their main reasons why: 

“This is our third annual master class. We 
originally decided to do it to dive deeper into a 
certain email marketing topic and to help our 
clients learn a lot about it and master it. And we 
decided to use Thinkific to create the course 
and charge for it so we could create a better 
experience for users, and also drive revenue.”

–  ELISABETH WILLITS, SENIOR CONTENT MARKETING SPECIALIST,            `    

    AWEBER

No transaction fees
With the intention of monetizing their 
course from the beginning, a 0% 
transaction fee meant that AWeber 
would get to keep all of the revenue 
generated from their course sales.

Full control
AWeber wanted to have the control 
of an owned platform. Thinkific gave 
them the ability to change what they 
wanted, and ensure that they could 
customize their course to their liking.
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Customer service
Anytime AWeber experienced an issue 
they were able to jump on a call with 
a member of Thinkific’s customer 
support team and have their issue 
resolved immediately.

Extremely user friendly
AWeber wanted a platform that was 
uncomplicated and easy-to-use. All 
members of the AWeber team found 
Thinkific’s platform easy to use, even 
those who had never created an online 
course before.

Coupon code generator
It was very important to AWeber 
that they would be able to generate 
individual coupon codes for select 
customers. This is something they 
were able to easily do with Thinkific’s 
coupon code generator. 

“Creating the course on 
Thinkific was a breeze. Going 
in to add sections and update 
content was instantaneous, 
which was nice. I would make 
a change and then I could 
see it in the front end almost 
immediately. I thought that it 
was very user friendly in terms 
of being a course creator.” 

– ELISABETH WILLITS, SENIOR CONTENT    

MARKETING SPECIALIST, AWEBER

“We decided to move to 
Thinkific so that we could 
create a better experience 
for our users, and also 
drive more revenue.” 

- ELISABETH WILLITS, SENIOR CONTENT 

   MARKETING SPECIALIST, AWEBER

“We went with Thinkific 
because we hopped on a call 
with someone on your team 
and you walked us through the 
platform and answered all of 
our questions.”

– MICHAEL SMITH, ART DIRECTOR, AWEBER
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Tips for other course creators

Make Your Course Interactive
“Don’t just throw your course out there. Put 
interactive elements in it. One of the biggest things 
we heard from survey feedback afterwards was that 
students felt like they knew our team personally and 
they felt like we were a very friendly, helpful brand. 
Building a relationship with our audience in that way 
that was much deeper than the kind of relationship 
other content might create was really valuable. I 
think SaaS brands often have the stereotype of 
being kind of cold and just delivering software. This 
was a great opportunity for us to show that we’re 
real people.” 
 
– ELISABETH WILLITS,  

   SENIOR CONTENT MARKETING SPECIALIST

Charge For Your Course To Increase Revenue 
“A course creates an additional revenue stream 
which is great for our business, but charging for a 
course also forces the customer to be serious about 
learning. We could have posted exactly the same 
content on our blog, and there’s a chance that the 
same people may not have read it because they just 
didn’t make the investment of time and money to 
learn this thing. By charging for the course, I think 
we created some importance around the topic to 
make people think, ‘I’m actually going to put dollars 
toward this, and because of that, I’m going to put 
time behind it.’”

- MICHAEL SMITH,  

   ART DIRECTOR

Have a content marketing plan
“Treat the course creation as a project, think about 
it every step along the way and get it fully fleshed 
out, and then do the same with your pre-launch and 
your launch content. We saw a huge wave of sign-
ups every time we’d send a new pre-launch piece 
out, or a launch piece out, and if we hadn’t thought 
of that strategy and we’d only sent people to our 
landing page, I don’t think we would’ve ever gotten 
the response that we did.”

-  JILL FANSLAU,  

   CONTENT MARKETING MANAGER 
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Since launching their 24/7 Email 
Marketing Master Class, AWeber has 
received a huge amount of positive 
feedback from their students. 
Students immediately applied what 
they learned, and a number of students 
reactivated their accounts to start 
actively using the AWeber platform.

“We had a lot of people tell us this 
is exactly what they needed to 
get started again, or to take their 
email marketing to the next level. 
The feedback we received was 
overwhelmingly positive”, said 
Elisabeth. “We had one woman call into 
customer solutions and said that she 
was back in her account and using it 
because of this course.” 

Since our initial conversation with 
AWeber, they’ve relaunched their 
course two times before converting 
it into an evergreen product that is 
now included in the normal checkout 
process for new customers. Anyone 
who creates a new account with 
AWeber – whether it’s a free trial, 
quarterly, or yearly subscription – is 
given the opportunity to purchase the 
course. 

Creating an online course has 
resulted in an additional source of 
revenue for AWeber, and perhaps 
more importantly, has helped their 
customers learn how to create 
automated email campaigns that help 
them grow their business.

What’s next for AWeber?

“This is a huge step for us in terms of educating 
our customers on how to take full advantage 
of the AWeber software. Courses like these 
make it feel like they’re getting comprehensive 
knowledge on the tool as well as email 
marketing in general. So we’re not only giving 
them the tools, we’re also giving them the 
knowledge that they need to be successful.” 

–  JILL FANSLAU, CONTENT MARKETING MANAGER
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Learn more about how 
Thinkific can help you grow 
your online business

Visit our website: www.thinkific.com.
Get access to all the resources and tools 
you need to create and sell your own online 
course by signing up for a free Thinkific 
account today!
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